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GDN, March 20, 1908. The Commissioners had also adopted an ordinance that required all homeowners
and proprietors to provide a covered receptacle for trash and garbage. Howeveq Trueheart noted that the
"good people of Galveston" were "t.rytardy" in honoring this ordinance. (GDN, November27,1906,
July 18. 1908).
'o'Fo, a photo and more details, see GDN, October 15, 1911.
tto GDII, February 22 and March 9 and 2t, 19L3.
"' GrlN, March 1 1, 19 13.
rt2 J.P. Simonds, "Report of a Sanitary Survey ofthe City of Galvestoq Texas,"
furil 1913. A copy is in
folder 8, box 10 ofthe Jean S. Morgan Papers in the Galveston and Texas History Center ofthe Rosenberg
Llbrary in Galveston. The report is cited hereafter as "Survey".

tt"'su*"y,"

llrl .'Surv'ey."

A Sickly Cify: Health and Disease in
Antebellum Galvestor, Texas

19.

l4-l

5.

some details about the sequence of pipe placement, see Minutes GCC, Novembe t 25,
1902; June 23,1903; April 5, 1904; July 25, 1907; June 10, 1909; August 5, 1910; October 26, 1911;
February 15 and June 13, 1912.
l16 ((Survey,"

"' "Su*. r," ,.O.For
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GDN. aprit 7 and 19, 1913.
Mi.,,rt"r, GCC, Muy 8, 1913 and December 13, 1913; andGDN,February 24,
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The healthfulness of the coastal area of Texas concerned early immigrants from the United States. Stephen F. Austin noted that the coastal areas
seemed less healthy than those inland.l A visitor to Texas in 1837 echoed
Austin's observation and said "that the lower country from the Trinity to
the Colorado, is as sickly as the most unhealthful portions of Louisi ana,
. The country becomes healthier at any point as you recede from [the]
gulf.'22

Early Anglo residents of Galveston were more optimistic concerning
the healthfulness of the island city. Lucy Shaw, writing from Galveston in
1839 stated, Galveston "is the most healthy place in Texas, except for back
in the mountains. .)'3
Physicians too praised the healthfulness of Galveston. A pioneer and
the most prominent nineteenth-century physician in Texas, Dr. Ashbel Smith,
believed the fresh sea breezes and bathing in the Gulf made Galveston an
ideal health resort. Smith advised his patient, Republic of Texas President
Mirabeau B. Lamar, to recuperate in Galveston following an atLack of
"billious fever."a Smith also wrote the following in 1839 to a friend,
If you have any invalids

send them among us. An abundance of
seafood-an atmosphere unrivalled for balminess and salubrityand novelty of scenes and the excitement of a virgin country are
at the command of the dyspeptic. For rheumatics and consumptives the climate is particularly genial.s

A British diplomatic officer, writing in 1841, reinforced Smith's observations and stated that the

Larry Wygant, Ph.D., is the Associate Director of Library Services at the Moody
Mcdical Library, The University of Texas Medical Branch.
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salubrity [ofthe Galveston climate] is proverbial all over America
. .[P]estential [sic] diseases,.. . so common in the West Indies,
[are] here unknown. . . . In a word the mildness and salubrity of
the climate of this region has no equal in America.6

However, as the Galveston citizenry gained more experience with life
on the island a note of caution replaced their initial optimistic views. Lucy
Shaw wrote, "The mosquitoes are a very serious annoyance.
sible to rest without mosquito bars, . .
She continued,

It is impos-

.))'7

This is a very healthy place and it is only necessary to avoid the
night dews and exposure during the heat of the day. . But if

HIfr ilx Il,X

ffi,

Another Galvestonian,

:ir i .},il:

o. M

ffiI T[ i',fi i] r; i

Addison>
wrote
"11?i

in

1845,

Ioz sometimes think you are troubled with fleas, but you have
no cause for complaint, and were you to spend a few nights in
Galveston you would be presented with the fact in a most de-

ilffiffif

xf]:i,. oo]1, iH']lliffi,,;

:l.HH;ffi ff::

is indeed in a "bad fix" & realy [sicJ is entitled to sympathy.,

By 1845 the British diplomat had changed his opinion and described
Galveston as "one of the most unhealthy situations of which I have any
knowledge in my 30 years experience ofthe bad climates ofthe world. . . .))ro
Indeed, Galveston was not the Mecca of health. Mosquitoes, poor sani-

Photo Courtesy of The Rosenberg Library

Dr. Ashbel Smith (1505-1856) Texas' most prominent lgth-century
physician knovvn as thefather of the University of Ttxas and also known
as thefather of Texas medicine. In 1839 he wqs the only physician to
treat yellow fever victims in Galveston.

tation, and childhood diseases combined to extract a terrible toll in sickness and death from the island residents. It was one disease in particular
that focused both public health efforts of the city and medical therapeutics
during the nineteenth century. That disease was yellow fever.
Yellow feveq "yellow jack," or the "vomit noir" caused the greatest
fear among the city's residents. Yellow fever visited Galveston during most
years of the antebellum period but in the seven years that it was epidemic
prior to 1860, it claimed more than 23A0 and severely disrupted coffunercial activity.
In Galveston, the first recorded yellow fever death occurred in 1837.
Two years later, yellow fever appeared in epidemic form. Newspapers reported the epidemic throughout the new Republic and advised citizens to
stay away from Galveston until the sickness had abated. Galveston merchants, whose economic survival depended upon trade with the interior towns,
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were not pleased with that advice. The Colorado Gazette reported almost
two hundred deaths in Galveston up to Octobe r 26,1839. Describing conditions in the city, the editor noted, "Business was completely parahzed [sic],
the stores were generally closed, and the sexton's cart was in constant motion." The editor noted that the publication of these facts caused "the displeasure of certain persons . who were heartless enough to desire its
concealment." The editor, however, felt obligated to report the conditions in
Galveston and to caution "all who value their lives against running unnecessary risks [by traveling to Galveston]."rr
By the time the yellow fever had run its course, Galveston recorded trryo
hundred fifty deaths in a population of fewer than fifteen hundred. The
suffering is best illustrated by the personal tragedy of a Galveston doctor
who helped fight the epidemic. In a letter to a ftiend, Dr. Nicholas Labadie

writes,
was rejoiced to hear from you both, but could not but shed a
tear on ih. little presents your kind wife sent to Mrs. Labadie:
Alas! they ar. yei on my shelves and I feel not courage enough
to taste oi eat them as she is no more to this world and has gone
to the land of spirits. The epidemic which visited our infant city
in October and Novemberbecame a scourge to me, all my household became attacked at one time; my two little daughters recovered, my carpenter died on Sunday night, my clerk of the
black vomii expired on Monday night, and my wife breathed
her last about two hours after Nov. 5e of the congestive fever

I

[afterJ only six days of sickness-r2

With the retreat of yellow fever, life in the city quickly returned to nor"full of life,
mal. By December Galveston presented an image described as
buildimmigrants,
carying
energy and zeaL " The harbor sheltered ten ships
Agnes
barque
British
28,
the
ing materials, and merchandise. On December
arrived with a group of English emigrants.r3 Yellow fever already seemed
but a distant memory"

.yellow Jack" again struck the city in 1844 and 1847. As its reputation
physicians
as a sickly city grew Galveston merchants, city officials, and

[n
became more and more reluctant to admit the presence of yellow fever.
that
October of lB47 the Telegraph and Texas Register rnformed its readers
"[t]here have been several cases of yellow fever in [Galveston], but we
is
believe it is not yet admitted by the physicians there that this disease
prevailing as an ePidemic."ra

The Galveston newspapers consistently underestimated the number of
deaths caused by yellow fever. In late September 1853 the Galveston News
reported only ls0total fatalities caused by yellow fever since the last week
of A,rgust.rs Later estimates by medical authorities placed the total at about

535 deaths, or an average of roughly 14 deaths per day from yellow fever
during the approximately thirty-seven day duration of the epidemic. 'Yellow Jack" reappeared in 1854, 1858, and 1864. However, it was the epidemic of I 867 that overwhelmed the city. In a population of approximately
sixteen thousand who remained in the city during the epidemic, there were
probably ten to twelve thousand cases of yellow fever. Between July and
October approximately 1, 150 citizens succumbed.r6
Though more than thirly years elapsed before the cause of yellow fever
became known , L867 marked the last year the disease would visit Galveston
in epidemic form. Terrible epidemics continued to occur elsewhere along
the Gulf Coast and the Mississippi Valley, but Galveston escaped further
serious epidemics either through good fortune, vigorous enforcement of quarantine measures, or increased attention to sanitation activities. The absence
of yellow fever probably resulted from a combination of all three.
Most antebellum physicians and their patients shared a medical belief
system concerning disease and treatment based on Hippocratic teachings.
These teachings hold that individual health depends upon the maintenance
of a bodily equilibrium requiring balanced intake of air and food coupled
with balanced expulsion of energy and waste. Illness results from an upset
of this delicate balance.
When illness stmck, the patient attempted to restore the disturbed bodily
balance either througlr self-medication or with the help of a physician. This
usually involved bleeding the patient and the use of drugs promoting defecation, perspiration, and urination. While physicians nught disagree on proper
d*g dosages or the amount of blood to remove from a patient, they essen-

tially relied on the same therapeutic arsenal.
In the treatment of yellow fever, Ashbel Smith first bled the patient
until faintness was noted. While guarding the patient against any exposure
to cool air, he then applied a mustard bath to the feet followed by an infusion of senna and rhubarb to promote movement of the bowels" If nausea
occurred, Smith administered a dose of an opium preparation resulting in
what he termed "a rather langttid pulse."r?
In an age of "heroic medicine" chara ctenzed by a therapeutics that encouraged "purging, puking, and bleeding," Smith's treatment was actually
tairly conservative. Although Smith was not reluctant to use the lancet, he
clid not repeat bleedings. Additionally, he rejected the use of emetics and
abandoned the use of mercury early in the course of the epidemic. Smith
also acknowledged the importance of nursing to the outcome of a case which
is illustrated by his stating, "'When the bleeding, senna infusion, mustard
trath and mild beverages have been seconded by attenfive nursing, I have
fbund nothing else required, in the majority of cases."l8
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Of course, some Galveston physicians disagreed with a conservattve
argued
course of treatment. one such physician, Dr. Thomas Stanwood,
"a
case of
that the greatest abuse of the lancet is its neglect. Stanwood called

knives and
lancets . . " as indispauable a part of furniture for housekeeping, as
fod<s, In addition to repeated bleeding, Stanwood called for the use of

mercury and oPium.re
Newspup.i, regularly advertised cures for yellow fever and other dis"YELLOW FEVER
eases. An advertisement for Seat's Fluid, headlined
Galveston merchant,
a
Briggs,
L.
Jacob
of
experience
the
CURED," related
hopeless by a physias
up
given
patient
a
to
medicine
the
who administered
cian. Within four hours the patient was convalescent. The advertisement
whose word
noted that "Mr. Briggs is a merchant of high standing, and one
letter."2o
by
him
consult
can
is his bond. The incredulous
Many in the conununity believed the best course of action was to avoid
treatments'
the disease altogether rather than risk their lives with uncertain
exavoiding
and
cleanliness,
temperance,
Experienced residents viewed
avoid
to
way
another
Yet
illness.
evading
to
key
por,rr. to the midday sun as
ihe contagion was to flee the city. An unknown number of Galvestonians
to leave
either routinely left the city during the "fever season" or waited

only until confirmation of the first cases.2r
yellow fever was sometimes called the "strangers disease" and the newsfever epipapers also warned strangers to stay away from the city during
confined
was
fever
yellow
that
community
the
demics and tried to reassure
1854:
in
following
the
to that group. The J{ews noted
health of strangers . .
[The weather is] not favorable to the
in,
These remarks are intended solely for strangers now coming
its
enjoy
to
appears
city
our
as, with the exception of that class,
average good health.2z
cases in
Later the same year the newspaper reported a few yellow fever
seathe city but corrunented they "were wholly confined to unacclimated
during
died
men." \Mhen one of the city's founders, Samuel May Williams,
is no case of
epidemic, the new.pup.. editor reported that "of course his

an

yellow fever."23

of transBefore the identification of the yellow fever virus and its means

portation

in lg0l. the majority of physicians were either contagionists

or

of the
anticontagionists in their beliefs about the origin and transrnission
indirectly
or
disease. Contagionists believed that diseases spread directly
Antidistancesgreat
over
traveled
and
another
to
individual
from one
atmospheric
contagionists theorized that epidemic disease followed from

and deconditions resulting from a combination of factors such as climate
was influcaying vegetable and animal matter. The anticontagionist theory

ential until the late nineteenth century discovery of the microbial transmtssion of disease.

In Galveston, as elsewhere, there was no agreement on the origin or

method of transmission of yellow fever. Ashbel Smith based his belief in the
noncontagious nature of the disease upon observations during the 1839 yellow fever epidemic in GalvestonIn addition to daily attendance at the bedside of the sick, Smith con"evducted a number of postmortem examinations during which he handled
vomit
black
in
the
freely
hands
ery organ without squeamishness; immersing
and other fluids; smelling and viewing them closely; . -" and yet he re"remained healthy. His most convincing argument, however, was that he
the
of
stomachs
peatedly tasted black vomit, when fresh ejected from the

1i,uirg," and experienced no effect other than fatigue.2a
The editor of the Galveston Nelv.r supported the anticontagionist argument and, as the following excerpt demonstrates, added electrical storms to
the list of local causes,
"Who shall say that the prevailing sickness may not be owing in
a great measure to the prevalence of electricity in the atmospf,ere-to the lightning and thunder stonns so frequent in this
region for some time Past?"zs
The business @ffrmunity, in general, also supported the anticontagionist
arguments. Essentially, they based their position on econornics rather than
medical science. The promotion of quarantine by the contagionists as the
best method of preventing yellow fever was also the response most disruptive to trade and corrunerce upon which the Galveston economy dependedAnticontagionists, on the other hand, advocated local sanitation and, though
costly, sanitation efforts did not bring cornmercial activity to a standstillWhen faced with convincing arguments from prestigious men of medicrne, the newspapers, and businessmen, who then supported the contagion
in
theory? A large number of average citrzens saw that when a ship arrived
before
passed
days
of
maffer
poft with yellow fever on board often only a
was
the first cases of the disease began to appear in the city. The connection
relationship"
direct
a
an easy one to make and to the public there appeared
The debate over contagion was of vital importance to the elected city
.ffrcials of Galveston. Under the city charter, responsibility rested with the
and
nlayor and aldermen to pass ordinances designed to promote the health
take
would
ordinances
rvcll being of the city's residents. What form those

rlcpended upon whether the aldermen accepted the argument
eontagionists or that of the anticontagionists.

of the

Belief that yellow fever was contagious would call for a strictly
"locnforced quarantine. A belief that yellow fever originated from

34
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of sanitary ordical causes,' would indicate the passage and enforcement
Board of AlderThe
citynances designed to regulate the cleanliness of the
evidence
overwhelming
men, seeing that neither side of the debate possessed
and
course
middle
a
or scientific proof for their assertions, chose to follow
and
quarantine
both
sought to enact laws and ordinances that promoted
sanitation.

to
After the end of each epidemic the city quickly abandoned efforts
Sanidismissed'
prevent and control yellow fever. Boards of Health were

only when faced
taryand quarantine regulations were enacted but enforced
citizens'
with the threat of yellow fever or the complaints of concerned
the discontrol
to
Sanitary efforts and maritime quarantine did little
held a
fever
yellow
While
eases that caused the most mortality in the city.
that
diseases
endemic
fearsome grip on the citizens of Galveston, it was the
rate'
mortality
high child
caused the most sickness and death and led to the
of many Galveston mothtypical
probably
was
experience
Lucy Shaw's
the death of her
ers. After the stillbirth of a child in I839, Shaw endured
noted that her
nine-month-old son less than two years later. In 1850, Shaw
that "scarlet fever,
daughter Emily was recovering from scarlet fever and
in almost every family in
measles, and whooping cough one or the other are
town and there have been a good many deaths among children-"26
jurist William P. Ballinger
Like Lucy Shaw, the experience of Galveston
and disease placed upon
sickness
that
toll
the
reflected
during the Civil War
in his diary the
infants and children. In February 1862, Ballinger recorded
young daughter Hally,
unsuccessful effiorts of three physicians to treat his
"by the side
possibly for pneumonia. Ballinger wrote that Hally was buried
of her two little sisters who have gone before."
next year
Eight months later he recorded the death of his son Willy. The
died. His grief
yer another daughter died and in July 1864 his sixth child
little ones for
our
"Death
seek
to
seems
was almost unbearable as he wrote,
. . :)27
gone,
now
us-six
from
taken
its own: one by one they have [been]
sulTrmer
typical
a
in
seen
be
can
The terrible impact of child mortality
deaths are
mortality list published in the Galveston l'{ews in 1859. Thirteen
of the
percent)
(seventy
Nine
recorded for the first twenty-five days of July.
diarrhea
included
death
of
deaths were under the age of two years. Causes
con(four), whooping coughlone), teething (two), consumption (one)' and
vulsion (one).28
the United
Galveston escaped the great pandemics of cholera that swept
threat to
serious
most
The
States in the first half of the nineteenth century.
in New
out
broke
cholera
of
carne in 1849 when a serious epidemic
the city

Orleans and spread to Texas cities as far inland as San Antonio.2e

John Sealy Hospital, thefirst public hospital, was established in 1890
through the generosity of the Sealy estate.
Photo courtesy of The Rosenberg Library

The bacillus that causes cholera lives in the human intestine and is most
often transmitted through ground water supplies that have been contaminated with human fecal matter. Galveston avoided cholera because its citizens depended upon rainwater collected in moftar-lined cisterns sunk in the

ground or aboveground wooden cisterns for drinking water.30
The Island residents were not as fortunate with smallpox. Although
smallpox was a highly infectious disease, the technique for its control had
been widely known since the late eighteenth-century experiments with vaccination. While it provided immunity from smallpox, many people feared
and resisted vaccination as a routine measure. In Galveston and throughout
the United States during the nineteenth century, large segments of the population remained unvaccinated. Local newspapers often called for vaccination of citizens and complained that many people neglected to have their
children and slaves vaccinated.3r Galveston authorities encouraged vaccination but stopped short of trying to force vaccination upon residents of the
city.
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yet another disease to affect Galveston during the antebellum period
..breakbone" fever. Like yellow fever, dengue is a viruswas dengue or
It israrely fatal, but its symptoms of
caused disease spread by mosquitoes.

intensely painful- Dengue probably
high fever and aching .ioint, are often
g43 and cases occurred throughout the nineteenth
arrived in Galveston in l
century.32
r t. r rrr- ^.oc^."+^ +l^o
n' '
health efforts, the cittIn addition to medical therapeutics and public
posed by illness and disease
zens of Galveston responded to the challenges
more than four months after the
by building hospitals. In July 1g39, slightly
an ordinance requinng the
incorporation of the city, the ald..*.i adopted
each passenger arriving at the port'
payment of a onedollaihospital tax for
care of indigent sick. Later that
The money was to build a hospital for the
constructed a hospital of
fall, during the yellow fever epidemic, the city
Hospital commitcommittee of three aldermen, called the

sorts. A standing
tee, administered the facility'33
Galveston added to the port city's
The presence of contagiou, disease in
care for many of the immigrants
hospital
already difficult task of piriding
their way to claim rich interior
on
1850s
who arrived during the ig40s and
estimates that at least nine percent
Texas farmlands. one medical historian
died before reaching shore or
of immigrants crossing the Atlantic in I853
many of whom were poor and withsoon after. The remaining immigrants,
conditions as pneumonia, diarout friends and family, suffered from such
rhea, smallpox, and depression'34
., : -r- r-^* r+^
care to the sick from its restThe city was expected to provide hospital

of ill immigrants' The prodent poor population and increasing numbers
sick was an unusual act for a
vision of a hospital to care for the indigent
for a hospital, Galveston set itself
young city, and by anticipating the need
or city-nrn hospitals
"Philanthropic
apart from most cities orthe new west.
pesthouse, quaranalmshouse,
its
came after a western city had acquired
and dispensaasylums,
clinics,
tine station, one or more private hospitals,
the nineduring
However,
in 1839.
ries.,,3s Galveston had none of thes.
upon to
called
be
often
would
teenth century the Galveston city Hospital
an asyor
pesthouse,
a
fulfill functions more appropriate to an almshouse,

lum

(
tn 1841' located the hospital"a
'l^^ rJ"r't^n
Hooton, a' visitor
charles
'risitnr to Galveston
it stood alone in the desert dead'
mile and a half from any human habitation,
and active Christian s)rmpathy'"36
silent, and seemingly aloof from all living
description of the hospital feaThe illustration that accompanied Hooton's
enough for two small wards, set
tured a wood frame building, perhaps large
island' The so-called
and marshes on irr. uuy shore of the
among sand dunes

so until 1845
hospital was littre more than a shack. It remained

'

In November 1845 Galveston Mayor John M. Allen proposed that a
new hospital be erected. Work began almost immediately under supervision
of the Hbspital Committee.3? The city constructed the hospital facing south
on block 668 at 9th and Strand streets on the far east end of the city.

Between 1845 and 1860 the two original wards grew to five containing
phya total of 40 to 60 beds. Other additions housed rooms for the resident
victims
sician and nurses. In the winter of 1851 a pesthouse for smallpox
was constructed on the hospital grounds.3s
During the antebellum period disease posed a serious threat to
Galvestonians and their city's business growth. Galveston citizens, physicians, ffid municipal officials responded to illness and disease with therapeutics (including self-medication), ineffectual public health programs of
sanitation and quarantine, and the introduction of crude hospitals that eventually would have a significant impact on the lives of residents. Unfortunateiy, medical science had few answers to the terrible epidemics and illCitinesses that wracked Galveston periodically with devastating effect.
the
or
luck
of
mercy
the
to
left
less
or
more
were
zens and immigrants
unininterests
business
Frequently,
systems.
strength of their immune
tentionally worsened the situation by ignoring or downplaying the severity

of disease outbreaks.

Despite the lack of scientific knowledge to fight the epidemics and

ill-

of
nesses plaguing the city, Galveston physicians, nurses, and a number
a
Galveston
make
to
struggle
to
continued
officials
dedicated municipal
as
and
important
were
contributions
Their
its
citizens.
for
healthier city
medical knowledge matured in the late nineteenth century, Galveston could
indeed look forward to a new century of sanitation improvements and modern hospitals that stand today as a hallmark of Galveston's role in advancing modern medical knowledge.
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